Fast becoming an industry favourite
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TYGRIS INDUSTRIAL

TYGRIS FOOD AREA

TYGRIS PRECISION

Industrial-grade aerosols

Tygris aerosols have been developed with the real needs of industry in mind.
Providing you with powerful aerosols that do the job and have long-lasting effectiveness, Tygris is
becoming a firm industry favourite.
The three divisions of Tygris ensure that every requirement for aerosol solutions is met – in day-to-day
general industry, in food manufacturing and processing environments, and in more critical, specialistmanufacturing situations.
The success of Tygris is based on the increasing recognition from workers in all sectors of industry, of an
excellent product at a reasonable price.
If you haven’t tried Tygris yet, why not pick Tygris next time you place your aerosol order, and join the
growing number of industry workers using Tygris.

TYGRIS AEROSOLS

• Dependable performance
• Long-lasting effectiveness
• Accurate application
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Tygris automotive
The automotive collection of Tygris Industrial aerosols delivers
specialist performance for those in the automotive industry,
as well as for careful maintenance of your own vehicles.
Providing industrial-grade action that keeps everything
running smoothly, you can also restore or maintain that new
look with Tygris automotive.

R-202 400ml

R-201 400ml

Brake Cleaner

Carb Cleaner

Use this powerful cleaning fluid to
eliminate brake squeal and clutch
slip commonly caused by
contamination and glazing, as well
as to remove stubborn oils, greases
and dust from many other surfaces.

This strong solvent removes oil,
grease and gum deposits from
carburettors and injection systems,
and you can also clean brake parts
and automatic chokes without
dismantling. Helps to prevent stalling
and smooth out rough idling.

R-203 400ml

R-204 400ml

Engine Degreaser

Battery Terminal Protector

Simply spray on and wash off to
quickly remove oil, grease and tar
deposits from engines and most
other degreasing applications, with
this highly effective, water-based
cleaner. Contains a blend of
solvents and emulsifiers.

Clean and protect battery terminals
from air and moisture with this
accurate and easy-to-apply spray.
Prolonging battery life and
increasing its efficiency, this fluid also
helps to detect battery acid
leakage.
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R-271 400ml NEW

R-272 400ml NEW

Tyre Dressing

Alloy Wheel Cleaner

Make light work of cleaning and
protecting tyres with this aerosolised
premium-quality silicone emulsion,
helping to prevent surface cracks
and improving the appearance of
the rubber.

A welcome alternative to nasty
acidic wheel cleaners, this spray is
highly effective in the removal of
stubborn brake-dust marks, but does
not damage coatings, lacquers or
tyres.

R-273 400ml NEW

R-270 400ml NEW

Motorcycle Chain Wax

Non Sil Dash Cleaner

Use this high-performance lubricant
to provide a long-lasting protective
film to your motorcycle chains. It
guards against corrosion, rust and
wear, and its tenacious, anti-fling
formulation makes it easy to apply
and highly durable.

A silicone-free dashboard cleaner
that brings all vinyl, polished wood
and veneer surfaces back to a
sparkling appearance, leaving a
pleasantly perfumed smell. May also
be used as a non-staining lubricant.

Tygris automotive

R-200 400ml

R-205 400ml

Apple Dashboard Renovator

Cranberry Dashboard
Renovator

Bring back a ‘like new’ appearance
to your dashboard and all other
vinyl, polished wood and veneer
surfaces, with this pleasantly
perfumed blend of cleaning
solvents and silicones that removes
oils and stains and adds a shine.

R-206 400ml

Lemon Dashboard
Renovator
Bring back a ‘like new’ appearance
to your dashboard and all other
vinyl, polished wood and veneer
surfaces, with this pleasantly
perfumed blend of cleaning
solvents and silicones that removes
oils and stains and adds a shine.

Bring back a ‘like new’ appearance
to your dashboard and all other
vinyl, polished wood and veneer
surfaces, with this pleasantly
perfumed blend of cleaning
solvents and silicones that removes
oils and stains and adds a shine.

Trial any of the Tygris automotive
aerosols by requesting a free sample
from your local distributor, or by
emailing your request to
tygrissamples@isuk-newtown.co.uk.
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Tygris maintenance
The Tygris maintenance collection of industrial aerosols
covers requirements in all areas of industry, providing
effective and reliable performance that makes
maintenance quick and easy. Once you’ve experienced
the powerful action of Tygris maintenance aerosols at work,
you’ll be wanting to use them at home as well!

R-217 400ml

R-209 400ml

Silicone Spray

Graphite Penetrating Oil

This lubricant provides you with a
clean, low odour and non-staining
lubrication for most applications
around the workplace, especially on
plastic parts and seals. Its non-toxic
characteristics make it suitable for
use where incidental food contact is
possible.

This performance-enhanced
graphited oil is exceptionally
penetrating and is very effective on
items that have seized through
corrosion. The graphite leaves a
lasting lubricant which withstands
more arduous conditions than other
oils.

R-211 400ml NEW

R-212 400ml

Clear Fine Oil

Clear Penetrating Oil

You can release seized and rusted
components on intricate
mechanisms quickly, easily and
more cleanly with this light oil. Its
rapid penetrating action makes it
ideal for all delicate maintenance
around the workplace.

A high-performance oil that is
perfect for all your general
maintenance requirements. It works
deeply to release seized and rusted
components and leaves a clear film
of lubrication to protect against
further corrosion.
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Tygris maintenance
R-216 400ml

R-218 400ml

Open Gear Lubricant

Moly Dry Lubricant

Use this highly-tenacious, anti-fling
spray to provide a thin film of very
effective lubrication, to open gears
and chain drives. It is water resistant
and has good load bearing
characteristics, giving valuable
protection against corrosion, wear
and salt.

This lubricant has been specially
formulated for use where
conventional ‘wet oils’ are not
suitable. It is ideal for running in a
wide variety of components,
particularly gears, bearings, spindles
and valves, and is effective in
temperatures up to 350°C.

R-219 400ml

R-232 400ml

Food Safe Lubricant

Super Lube

Apply safe lubrication to all types of
moving parts in areas where
incidental food contact may occur.
This lubricant is odourless, colourless,
contains anti-throw additives, and is
specially formulated to penetrate
cable cores. Operates from 5°C to
210°C.

Specially formulated for lubrication
of glide rollers in both steel and
aluminium tracking, this excellent
lubricant can also be used to give
lasting lubrication and protection
against moisture and corrosion in all
manner of applications around the
workplace.

R-220 400ml

Chain & Wire Rope
Lubricant
Preventing corrosion, wear and
chain elongation, this heavy-duty
chain lubricant extends the life of
your chains and wire ropes. It gives
outstanding performance under
extreme conditions of load and
does not fling off.

R-228 400ml

Clear Polymer Chain Lube
This clear, viscous, anti-fling liquid
provides effective lubrication of
chains where an unsightly coloured
lubricant is not wanted. It performs
outstandingly under extreme
conditions of load and will withstand
pressure cleaning, preventing
corrosion and significantly extending
chain life.
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R-237 400ml

R-213 400ml

PTFE Dry Film Lubricant

Maintenance Spray

Specifically designed for use where
conventional, dirt-attracting oils and
greases are not suitable, you can
use this lubricant in engineering,
automotive and other applications.
It speeds up the dismantling and
assembly of components and
prevents damage by freeing seized
parts.

This WD spray actively drives out
moisture even in difficult-to-reach
areas, leaving a fine protective film
which also lubricates. Making light
work of maintenance and future
dismantling of equipment, you can
also use it for both cleaning and
degreasing.

R-223 400ml

R-207 400ml

White Grease With Teflon

Fast-Drying Industrial
Cleaner

Highly effective lubrication in areas
of high moisture is possible with this
premium-quality, water-resistant
grease. It is ideal for use in antifriction and plain bearing pumping
equipment, and for the lubrication
of most moving or stationary parts.

Use this specially formulated solvent
cleaner to break down all types of
workshop contamination quickly and
easily. It removes grease, dirt and oil
from most surfaces without the need
for subsequent rinsing, saving
valuable time and maintaining a
clean environment.
13
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R-241 400ml

R-242 400ml

Pressurised Air Duster

Clear Acrylic Lacquer

Blow dust away from inaccessible
and delicate areas with this
pressurised air spray. Consisting of a
special formulation of nonflammable gas, it is ideal for use on
computer hardware, disc cartridges,
live electrics and hot components.

Apply a fast-drying coating to help
protect against mild acid, alkali and
general weathering, with this easy-touse lacquer. It has a wide range of
uses, including sealing and
protecting of electronics, metal,
wood and paper documents,
leaving a scratch-resistant film.

R-235 400ml

R-225 400ml

Electrical Cleaning
Solvent

Non-Silicone Release

Specifically designed for use in the
electronics industry, you can clean
and degrease electrics efficiently
and very effectively with this alcoholbased cleaning solvent. Suitable for
use with most plastics, it leaves no
residue and has a controlled drying
time.
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Spray this anti-stick film onto plastic
moulds to give good release and
improve the surface finish of
moulded parts. Particularly intended
for use in manufacture of parts that
require gluing or welding after
production and therefore need a
silicone-free surface.

Tygris maintenance
R-234 400ml

Copper Anti-Seize
Providing outstanding overall metal
protection against heat, rust, seizure,
corrosion, water and acids, this hightemperature lubricant will not wash
or burn off even under extreme
stress. It can be used on a wide
range of materials including
austenitic stainless steel.

R-233 400ml

Aluminium Anti-Seize
Eliminate pitting, rusting, thread
distortion and seizure cause by heat,
with this special blend of heatstable, long-lasting lubricants. Used
in the assembly of various items to
facilitate future dismantling, it can
be used on many materials
including austenitic stainless steel.

R-214 400ml

R-215 400ml

Cutting, Tapping &
Drilling Spray

Belt Dressing

You can reduce tool wear with this
high-performance fluid which
dissipates heat and improves
machined finish. Containing
extreme pressure additives, it can be
used on hard-to-work metals
including tool steel, stainless steel,
aluminium and titanium.

Boost transmitted power by up to
50% and significantly reduce
slippage on all ‘V’, flat, and round
belts with this high-performance
tacky spray. Increasing belt life and
reducing energy costs, it improves
your efficiency and lessens your
manufacturing costs.

R-221 400ml

R-222 400ml

Anti Weld Spatter

Water-Based Anti Spatter

Prevent the adhesion of weld spatter
to work surfaces, nozzles, shrouds,
jigs and tools, with this non-silicone
spray. Ideal for use on all forms of
welding equipment, it is nonflammable, CFC free, and
economical in use.

This special water-based spray is
suitable for use on all forms of
welding equipment to prevent the
adhesion of weld spatter to work
surfaces, nozzles, shrouds, jigs and
tools. It is non-flammable, CFC free,
and very economical in use.
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R-224 400ml

R-239 400ml

Galve Spray

Zinc Galve Spray

Recommended for cosmetic
finishing and protection of
galvanised welding repairs, this spray
is specially formulated with micro
particles of aluminium flake which
firmly bond to iron or steel and
prevent corrosion taking place.

Successfully control rust on all
steelwork with this zinc-enriched
galvanising paint primer, which will
accept over painting with cellulose
or coach paint. Suitable for use on
metal roofs, scaffold, steel windows
and doors, air conditioning systems
and much more.

R-266 400ml

R-227 400ml

Green Moisture Guard

De-Icer

Apply a thin, flexible film to protect
metal components from corrosion,
without affecting subsequent
assembly, gauging or measuring.
Remaining soft, this spray on
protection is very easy to remove
again, and is commonly used to
protect plastic-mould tools in
storage.

This concentrated, solvent-based
spray is highly effective in removing
ice and snow from windows and
locks and prevents re-freezing. Its
high-pressure discharge ensures that
it can perform in even the coldest
conditions.

Tygris maintenance
R-236 400ml

Leak Detector
Detect costly and potentially
dangerous gas leaks with this
inoffensive, non-corrosive foam.
Ideal for welders, plumbers and gas
fitters, it can be applied to
equipment during use, or after
manufacture prior to
commissioning. Safe to use with
other gases.

R-240 400ml

Circuit Freezer
This rapid cooling agent can aid you
in a number of different
applications, where lowering the
temperature to freezing is beneficial,
such as detecting electronic
equipment faults, freezing small
water pipes, and shrink-fitting closetolerance metal parts.

R-210 400ml

R-260 400ml NEW

Heavy Duty Adhesive

Non-Chlorinated
Adhesive

Bonding of just about any materials
is made simple with this easy-to-use,
repositionable adhesive, which is
suitable for use with textiles, felt,
foam, rubber, polyurethane, plastic
foil, cardboard, paper, carpets and
underlay.

R-269 400ml NEW

Butane Propane Gas
This refined blend of Butane and
Propane gases provides optimum
performance in soldering torches
and other similar tools.

This adhesive gives an exceptionally
strong bond and is suitable for use in
many applications. Its broad, even
surface bond makes it particularly
ideal for the furniture, flooring and
automotive industries, for bonding
materials like foam to most surfaces.

Trial any of the Tygris maintenance
aerosols by requesting a free sample
from your local distributor, or by
emailing your request to
tygrissamples@isuk-newtown.co.uk.
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Tygris janitorial
Creating clean and hygienic environments is made easy with
the janitorial range of Tygris aerosols. These professional-grade
chemicals make it possible to achieve high standards in care
for the workplace, without wasting valuable time.

R-253 400ml

R-244 400ml

Hard Surface Foam
Cleaner

Glass & Mirror Cleaner

Cut through grease and grime with
this powerful foam cleaner which will
even cling to vertical surfaces.
Leaving a gleaming surface without
smearing, it is suitable for use on
most surfaces, including hobs,
worktops, sinks, fridges, Formica and
most metals.

Enjoy streak-free cleaning of glass
and mirrors with this specially
formulated cleaner. Powerful
enough to remove nicotine, finger
marks, insects, lipstick and much
more, it is ideal for car valeters,
hospitals, hotels, jewellers and
double-glazing manufacturers.

R-246 400ml

R-264 400ml NEW

Cleaner Polish

Mild Abrasive Cleaner
Polish

This wax-enriched formulation is an
effective cleaner with which you can
apply a brilliant shine to sealed
wood surfaces, plastics, and metals.
Suitable for use on almost any
surface, except where creation of a
glossy surface could be dangerous,
such as floors.

Removing fine scratches and
surface oxidation, this mildly
abrasive cleaner restores paintwork
and leaves a fine coating of silicone
to prevent re-oxidation. Suitable for
use on ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, it can also be used on most
rigid plastics.

R-258 400ml

R-254 400ml

Stainless Steel Cleaner

High Wax Polish

Maintain a sparkling appearance to
all stainless steel, aluminium and
chrome surfaces with this specially
formulated cleaner. Cleaning
without scratching, it leaves a thin
protective film and is suitable for
most surfaces with the exception of
food-preparation areas.

This fine blend of waxes, silicones
and perfume has produced a very
effective polish which leaves a
pleasant aroma behind, and is
suitable for use on most wood, glass,
paintwork, tiles, plastic, chrome and
stainless steel.
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R-265 400ml

Anti-Static Cleaner
Save cleaning time by reducing dust
attraction with this excellent cleaner
that disperses static build up on
computers, screens, telephones,
and photocopiers. The powerful
cleaning action removes correction
fluid, fingerprints and smoke
residues, leaving a smear-free
surface.

R-245 400ml

R-257 400ml

Anti-Static Foam Cleaner

Upholstery Foam Cleaner

Make cleaning and reduction of
static build up around the workplace
easy with this foam spray. The
foaming action causes the liquid to
cling to even vertical surfaces you
are cleaning, and leaves a nonstreaky finish which attracts less dust.

Remove grease and grime from
most types of fabric, including
upholstery, carpets and rugs, with
this specialist water-based cleaner.
The foaming action ensures even
distribution of the spray and makes
cleaning of vertical surfaces easy.

R-256 400ml NEW

R-251 400ml

Telephone Sanitiser

Graffiti Remover

Telephone handsets are an obvious
area for build up of potentially
infectious germs and bugs. Reduce
these dangers with this highly
effective, easy-to-use sterilizer, and
maintain a hygienic environment.

Wipe out the marks left by vandals
quickly and easily with this specially
formulated solvent cleaner. It is
highly effective in removing graffiti
from plastics, laminates, wood,
metal, glass, vinyl and plastic
seating, as well as most painted
surfaces.

R-252 400ml

R-255 400ml NEW

Graffiti Remover – Viscous

Citrus Ink & Gum
Remover

The thickened formulation of this
spray makes it particularly suitable
for use on vertical surfaces, and it is
easily washed off with water. Its slow
evaporation rate makes it penetrate
deeply to remove paint, biro, felt tip
and much more.
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Providing an effective means of
removing those old and stubborn
gum deposits from all types of
surface, this spray will also remove
ink marks. Helps to clean up those
areas you’d just about given up on.

Tygris janitorial
R-262 400ml NEW

R-267 400ml

Chewing Gum Freezer

Sticky Label Remover

A highly effective means of
removing chewing gum quickly and
simply from most surfaces, this
agent gets you out of the stickiest
situations. By freezing unwanted gum
into a hard lump, it makes it easy to
chip off and remove.

Neatly remove the stickiest paper
labels from most plastic, painted,
metal and other hard surfaces with
this particularly effective spray, which
leaves no residue or marking. Makes
labelling and re-labelling of areas
around the workplace a simple task.

R-259 400ml NEW

R-247 400ml NEW

Dry Hand Cleaner

Shoe Sterilizer

You can now remove oil, grease,
dyes, printing inks, paints and
general light soiling from your hands,
with or without the addition of water.
This excellent hand cleaner, which
also contains an active skin
replenisher, leaves your hands
cleansed and nourished.

This fast-acting antibacterial and
antifungal shoe spray is specially
formulated for use in healthcare
environments, helping to eliminate
the discomfort of athlete’s foot. It is
easy to apply and suitable for use in
most types of footwear.

R-250 400ml

Barrier Cream
Protect your hands from most types
of industrial soiling with this premium
blend of skin-care ingredients, which
shields them from potential causes
of skin irritation and leaves them
moisturised and replenished.

R-248 400ml

R-249 400ml

Cranberry Air Freshener

Lemon Air Freshener

Clear unwanted odours and give a
long-lasting freshness to large and
small areas with this powerful
cranberry-scented spray. It has a dry
formulation which is safe to use in
the home and is ideal for use in
hospitals, care homes and
community centres.

Clear unwanted odours and give a
long-lasting freshness to large and
small areas with this powerful lemonscented spray. It has a dry
formulation which is safe to use in
the home and is ideal for use in
hospitals, care homes and
community centres.
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Tygris line marking
Marking out of car parks, warehouses, factories,
playgrounds, and many other areas, is made simple and
straightforward with the Tygris line marking range. Comply
with health and safety requirements and streamline
operations too, by marking out with Tygris.

R-LM 750ml

R-GL 750ml

Stripeline

Grassline

Line marking or spot marking is quick and
easy with Stripeline paint and user-friendly
applicators. It gives approximately 75100m of 50mm line coverage, and is
available in black, white, yellow, orange,
red, green and blue.

Use this specialist paint for the efficient
marking out of sports pitches, golf
courses, tennis courts, athletic tracks
and other grass areas, using wheeled or
hand-held applicators.

HHA

2-WA 400ml

Hand-Held Applicator

Two-Wheeled Applicator

Use this handy applicator to do
spot marking or short line marking work
with Tygris Stripeline or Grassline paint.
Made from durable polymer, it is easy to
use and comfortable to hold.

This lightweight tubular-steel applicator
takes 750ml Stripeline cans and, with
easy trigger activation, applies a
consistent spread of paint
with good line definition for
straightforward line marking.

4-WA

LT

Four-Wheeled Applicator

Line Marking Tapes

The sturdy construction of this
applicator makes it easy to apply
steady line marking with clear
line definition, using Stripeline or
Grassline, with easy trigger
activation.

Instant marking out of all types of floor is possible
with these tough and waterproof floor marking
tapes. Resistant to soiling,
they are available as
50mm x 30m rolls in
the colours shown.

AST

BT

Anti-Slip Tape

Barrier Tape

Mark areas where slipping may occur with these
water and chemical resistant, antislip tapes, which can be used
both indoors and out.
Available in black or yellow on
48mm x 18m rolls.

Seal off hazardous and prohibited areas
temporarily with this non-adhesive
hazard tape, which comes in
75mm x 500m rolls in a handy
dispenser box. Available in
red/white or yellow/black.
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TYGRIS FOOD AREA

Tygris food area
With NSF approval for use in or around food areas, yet still providing
the very best of aerosol power, the Tygris Food Area collection of
aerosols makes maintenance in food processing areas
straightforward and efficient. You can maintain uninterrupted output
by preventing machine failure with high-performance Tygris aerosols,
to maximise productivity and profitability.

F-400 400ml

F-402 400ml

Dissolv-It – Fast-Drying
Solvent Cleaner

White Spray Grease

This fast-drying solvent cleaner will
dissolve all types of contamination
quickly and safely in all areas of your
workshop, and leaves no residue
behind.
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Containing anti-wear additives, this
white spray grease is suitable for use
in the food processing industry for
highly effective lubrication of roller
and needle bearings.

F-404 400ml

F-406 400ml

Multi-Lube – Foodgrade
Lubricant

Electro-Solv – Electrical
Cleaner

Use this excellent multi-purpose
lubricant in and around foodprocessing areas, for lubrication of
cables, conveyors, chains, cams,
castors, hinges, bearings, pins, and
much more, reducing risk of
pollution.

Cleaning and degreasing of your
electrical components is made easy
and safe in workshop environments
with this fast-drying electrical
cleaner, and doesn’t affect most
plastic surfaces.

Tygris food area
F-408 400ml

F-410 400ml

Link-Lube – Chain Spray

Non-Stik – PTFE Dry Film
Lube

This food-grade chain spray is a very
tacky, anti-fling lubricant, designed
to keep your chain and drive
systems operating smoothly.

Providing you with a very effective
lubricant for food-processing
environments, this PTFE Lube
eliminates the dirt attraction that
occurs with conventional oils, but
keeps everything well lubricated.

F-412 400ml

F-414 400ml

Eez-It – Penetrating &
Release Fluid

Slip-Stop – Belt Dressing
Spray

The anti-corrosion properties of this
food-grade oil actively penetrate
and release seized components,
leaving a residual film to facilitate reassembly and prevent future seizure.

This superb food-grade belt dressing
spray extends the life of your belts by
reducing slippage, increasing
transmitted power and improving
energy efficiency and economy

F-416 400ml

F-418 400ml

Foodgrade Water
Displacement Spray

Silicone Release
Lubricant

This highly effective WD spray which
contains PTFE, actively displaces
moisture and water-based fluids,
and leaves a film of lubricant to
protect and maintain your
machinery.

Lubricate, release and protect a
wide range of parts and equipment
in your food processing environment
with this safe silicone lubricant,
where traditional oils are not
appropriate.

F-420 400ml

Trial any of the Tygris Food Area
aerosols by requesting a free sample
from your local distributor, or by
emailing your request to
tygrissamples@isuk-newtown.co.uk.

Stainless Steel Cleaner
This excellent cleaner is designed to
clean and polish all types of stainless
steel, chrome and aluminium
surfaces in processing areas, to
maintain your levels of hygiene and
appearance.
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TYGRIS PRECISION

Tygris precision
Providing targeted action to specific applications, particularly in the
plastic moulding industry, the Tygris Precision range of aerosols has
been developed with professionals in mind. Helping to maintain the
high quality of manufacture that you set yourself to achieve, Tygris
Precision ensures smooth-flowing processes and uninterrupted output.
.

IS/1 400ml

IS/3 400ml

Looz-N-It Penetrating Oil

W.D. Anti-Rust Agent

The powerful targeted action of this
penetrating oil will release and
lubricate any metal components
that have seized through corrosion,
and remains effective even under
water.

This professional W.D. Spray provides
superior moisture displacement, and
is so effective that it will actually
displace other leading brands of
W.D. Spray. It is an excellent lubricant
and leaves a fine film that protects
against rust and corrosion for up to 2
years in indoor storage.

IS/75 400ml

IS/77 400ml

Clear Chain Lube

Food-Grade Chain
Lubricant

Use this premium-grade oil to apply
concentrated, clear lubrication to
chains and other moving parts
where a traditional black lubricant is
undesirable. Penetrating and nonfling, this lubricant is very effective
on Fork Lift chains, conveyors and
much more besides.
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This highly effective non-fling, clear
chain lubricant is safe to use in foodprocessing environments, extending
chain life by actively displacing
moisture and protecting from
corrosion. It is water and acid
resistant and can operate between 30°C and 240°C.

Tygris precision
IS/40 400ml

IS/45 400ml

Ejector Pin Lubricant

Food-Grade Ejector Pin
Lubricant

Developed specially for the Plastic
Moulding Industry, this refined
lubricant provides long-lasting
lubrication to pins, pillars and
bushes, without causing
contamination to your mouldings. It
can be used in temperatures up to
110°C and helps to prevent seizure
and protect against corrosion.

Like the IS/40, this lubricant gives
targeted lubrication to pins, pillars
and bushes without marking your
moulded components. However, its
advanced formulation makes it
suitable for use in foodmanufacturing areas, and it is
temperature stable up to 240°C.

IS/30 400ml

IS/6 400ml

Freeflow XP-4 Super Lube

Multi-Purpose Cleaner
Handy Foam

This highly-specialised lubricant is
designed to provide lubrication for
high-temperature (up to 300°C) and
extreme-pressure situations.
Amongst many other industrial
applications, it is excellent for the
lubrication of glide rollers in both
steel and aluminium tracking.

Clean even the most stubborn of dirt
from hard surfaces with this powerful,
fast-acting foam cleaner, specially
designed for demanding industrial
applications where a penetrating
cleaning action is required.

IS/2 400ml

Superclean Solvent
Use this specialist cleaning solvent to
quickly and efficiently remove all
types of stain from electrical
apparatus, installations and delicate
instruments, as well as general
equipment and machinery.
Evaporates quickly and leaves no
residue.

IS/20 400ml

Electro-Clean
The concentrated action of this
cleaner is highly effective in
cleaning and degreasing of
electrical components, and boasts
an exceptionally fast evaporation
time. It makes your electrical
maintenance quick and safe, and is
ideal for Fork Truck electrics amongst
many other things.
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Tygris precision
IS/25 480ml

IS/27 480ml

Mould & Tool Cleaner
Xtra

Mould & Tool Cleaner
Supa

Use this fast-acting cleaner to
remove surface rust, grease, oil and
mould protection from your moulds
and other metal components.
Evaporating quickly and leaving no
residue, the product is dispensed by
a CO2 propellant, ensuring that you
get a full 480ml of usable fluid.

Removal of really difficult resin and
plastic deposits on your moulds and
tools is now possible with this
extremely powerful, slowevaporating cleaner. Delivering
maximum results, it is effective even
on warm moulds where other
solvents evaporate too quickly.

IS/5 400ml

IS/9 400ml

Silicone Spray Release
Agent

Silicone Release Agent
Light Duty

Combining a special blend of
approximately 10% silicone with
Teflon, this Silicone Spray provides a
very effective release agent for
plastic moulding, as well as a wide
range of uses in virtually every industry.
It is colourless, odourless, non-staining
and heat stable up to 300°C.

With silicone content reduced to
approximately 8%, this safe and
odourless light-duty release agent is
perfect for delicate moulds where
marking might otherwise occur. It can
also provide fine and lasting lubrication
to a wide range of applications and is
heat stable up to 300°C.

IS/10 400ml

Heavy-Duty Silicone
Spray Release Agent
Containing approximately 15%
silicone, this is a heavy-duty release
agent for substantial moulds, and a
highly effective lubricant for general
use. It is safe, inoffensive and stable
up to 300°C, and its low surface
tension gives you good adhesion
and durability.

IS/13 400ml

Non-Silicone Release
Agent
An excellent alternative to silicone
spray for the Plastic Moulding
Industry, this vegetable-oil-based
release agent is a quick-drying
solvent-and-oil blend that is
temperature stable up to 220°C.
Easily removed by ordinary washing,
it is as versatile as it is effective.
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IS/60 400ml

Metal Protection Clear
Primarily designed for use in the
Plastic Moulding Industry to protect
moulds, this high-grade metal
protection agent provides you with a
clear, non-staining fluid that dewaters all types of metal and leaves
an invisible thin protective film. Easy
to clean or mould off.

IS/70 400ml

Metal Protection Green
Understandably a favourite in the
Plastic Moulding Industry, this highperformance metal protection
agent de-waters moulds and all
types of metal surfaces, as the IS/60
does, but then leaves a visible green
thin protective film. Easy to clean or
mould off.

IS/91, IS/92, IS/93 400ml

NDT Cleaner / Dye Penetrant / Developer
This professional 3-part system makes crack detection in
metals simple. Using the powerful cleaner to prepare your
metal surfaces, followed by the red-dye penetrant which
penetrates the finest cracks, and completed with the whitepowder developer which enhances and clearly shows any
defects, you can check for any faults simply and speedily.

IS/80 400ml

Blue Peelable Protective
Coating
Apply heavy-duty protection quickly and
easily to most surfaces with this Peelable
Coating, then simply remove it when it is
no longer required. Sealing out moisture
and dust, it protects against corrosion
and damage, and is suitable for a wide
range of applications, from printed
circuits to panes of glass.

Trial any of the Tygris Precision aerosols
by requesting a free sample from your
local distributor, or by emailing your
request to tygrissamples@isuknewtown.co.uk. .
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Tygris next order
Copy this page to put together your next aerosol order, or keep a running
‘shopping list’ of requirements, ready for next time you’re ordering. To speed up
order placing and processing, please note down the relevant codes, which are
given for every product throughout the catalogue. You can send your order
through using the contact details on the back cover.
Code
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Description

Qty

Tygris aerosols are sold through authorised distributors of
Interservices UK, Unit 31, Kyle Road Ind. Estate.
Irvine, Ayrshire KA12 8LE

Available from your authorised distributor:

